C/D box snoRNAs (SNORDs) are a highly expressed class of non-coding RNAs. Besides their well-established role in rRNA modification, C/D box snoRNAs form protein complexes devoid of fibrillarin and regulate pre-mRNA splicing and polyadenylation of numerous genes. There is an emerging body of evidence for functional interactions between RNA viruses and C/D box snoRNAs. The infectivity of some RNA viruses depends on enzymatically active fibrillarin, and many RNA viral proteins associate with nucleolin or nucleophosmin, suggesting that viruses benefit from their cytosolic accumulation. These interactions are likely reflected by morphological changes in the nucleolus, often leading to relocalization of nucleolar proteins and ncRNAs to the cytosol that are a characteristic feature of viral infections. Knock-down studies have also shown that RNA viruses need specific C/D box snoRNAs for optimal replication, suggesting that RNA viruses benefit from gene expression programs regulated by SNORDs, or that viruses have evolved "new" uses for these humble ncRNAs to advance their prospects during infection.
Fig. 1. Molecular functions of snoRNAs.
A. Schematic structure of a C/D box snoRNAs. C, D and C′, D′ boxes are indicated with their consensus sequences, AS: antisense boxes, M: middle domain. In most cases SNORDs have short sequences exhibiting complementarity at the ends, which form short stems (see also B). B. Hypothetical structure of human snoRNP performing 2′-O-methylation. The SNORD forms a protein complex made of 15.5 (also known as SNU13 and NHP2L1), NOP56/58 and the methylase fibrillarin (Fib) that 2′-O-methylates (H 3 CO-) rRNA at a defined position (5 nt upstream of the D box). The coloring of the SNORD is similar to Fig. 1A . Circles indicate the base interaction within the RNA kink. Only one antisense box is shown in rRNA targeting, but both antisense boxes can be used. The structure is adopted from an archea snoRNP, based on NMR and cryo-EM studies [18, 19] . C. SNORD3 guides endonucleases (red) to pre-rRNA, leading to cleavage. In addition to the C and D boxes, SNORD3 contains A and B boxes that interact with rRNA. D. Role of SNORDs in pre-mRNA splicing. SNORD27 binds to areas near an alternative 5′ splice site and blocks usage of this site through competition with U1 snRNP [20] . The constitutive exons are in gray, alternative exons are in white, the splicing patterns are indicated. E. Autoregulation of NOP56 formation due to alternative splicing. SNORD86 is located in an alternative 5′ exon (white box) of the NOP56 pre-mRNA. Without NOP56, the SNORD86 structure in the pre-mRNA activates a proximal splice site (P) and represses a distal (D) one, leading to exclusion of the alternative exon and the formation of a mRNA encoding NOP56 (left). The formation of a snoRNP containing NOP56 reverses this regulation, now blocking the proximal splice site and activating the distal one (right). The resulting mRNA does not encode a protein. An intermediate form that still contains R2TP proteins partially represses the proximal splice site (not shown) [21] . F. SNORD50A regulates polyadenylation. SNORD50A binds to the U-rich element that is part of the polyadenylation recognition site. SNORD50 binding removes FIP-1, a component of the cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor (CPSF), which blocks polyadenylation at this site. Thus removal of SNORD50A increases usage of numerous alternative polyadenylation sites and increases expression of some mRNAs [22] . G. SNORDs bind to proteins. SNORDs and SNORAs bind to protein kinase RNA, leading to its activation, measured by PKR autophosphorylation (P) [23] . Fragments of SNORDs and SNORAs bind to Argonaute proteins, acting as miRNAs.
Transcription, biogenesis and post-transcriptional modification of C/D box snoRNP particles
Recent analyses estimate the total number of human SNORDs to be between 357 and 417 [7] . The difference in the numbers is due to rules taking into account small RNA read coverage and mapping to the genome. Older databases, generated before deep sequencing data became available reported 264 snoRNAs [29] . Almost all of these SNORDs are intronic and localize in a hosting gene. However, a few SNORDs, notably SNORD3@ (@ indicating all four human SNORD3 genes), SNORD13, and SNORD118 (U8) are controlled by their own promoters [29] .
Intron-encoded RNAs are released from pre-mRNA after the splicing reaction, where lariats are opened up by the debranching enzyme and are subsequently degraded through exonucleases [34, 35] . SNORDs associate with proteins in a snoRNP precursor, where the SNORD's stemtermini form a short double strand structure that protects the RNA from endonucleases. The snoRNP assembly pathway has been unveiled for SNORD3 [36] . The R2TP complex (named after the yeast ATPases Rvb1 and Rvb2, Pih1 (Protein interacting with Hsp90) and Tah1 (TPR-containing protein associated with Hsp90) [37] acts like a chaperone and adds the proteins 15.5, NOP58, NOP56 and fibrillarin to the SNORDs in a stepwise fashion.
The most abundant snoRNA, SNORD3, is generated by its own pol II promoter and like all pol II transcripts, the primary SNORD3 RNA contains a N7-methylguanosine cap that is hypermethylated in the cytosol into a trimethyl guanosine capped RNA [38] , which serves as a nuclear import signal. This demonstrates that some SNORDs are present at least temporarily in the cytosol. A cytosolic localization has been reported for numerous SNORDs under cellular stress conditions [39, 40] .
A subset of SNORDs undergoes post-transcriptional methylation at the N6 position of adenine residues located in the kink formed by C-D box interaction [41] . This modification prevents binding of the 15.5 protein to the kink and thus likely prevents the formation of a canonical snoRNP.
Biophysical studies showed that SNORD-RNPs exhibit a large structural diversity generated by forming dimers of a monomer SNORD-RNP ( Fig. 1) , which also suggests diverse functions [42] .
Emerging novel molecular functions of C/D box snoRNAs
About half of the known SNORDs do not have predicted rRNA targets and are considered "orphan" [43, 44] , suggesting functions other than ncRNA-methylation or cleavage. Biochemical fractionation experiments suggest a structural diversity that indicates the molecular basis of novel functions. HeLa cell nuclei were separated under native salt conditions that leave native protein complexes intact. Some SNORDs copurified with spliceosomal fractions that are devoid of the methylase fibrillarin, indicating that 73 of 257 SNORDs tested act potentially outside the canonical rRNA methylation role [20] . Many of these SNORDs found in the fibrillarin-free fraction were known to act in rRNA methylation, indicating that SNORDs can have dual functions. The association of SNORDs with proteins other than fibrillarin, NOP56/ 58 and 15.5 has previously been demonstrated for SNORD115, which binds to hnRNPs [45] and can be biochemically separated in fractions containing and lacking fibrillarin [46] . Together, these data indicate that a given snoRNA can assemble into protein complexes containing a methylase ('methylating complexes') and into complexes lacking a methylase ('non-methylating complexes').
In both methylating and non-methylating complexes, the snoRNA will be protected from degradation by the associated proteins. The different complexes could also explain the occurrence of snoRNA fragments, which were first identified by RNAseq [47] and later also validated by RNase protection [45, 48] , as hnRNPs could cover a smaller region of the snoRNA than the NOP58/56/15.5 complex. These psnoRNAs (processed snoRNAs) are most prevalent for SNORD115 and SNORD116, which play a role in Prader-Willi syndrome [49] , and the SNORD113, -114 families as well as SNORDs-50, 19, 32B, 123, 111, 72 93, 23 and 85 [7, 48] . Therefore, there are compelling reasons to suspect that SNORDs can fulfill new molecular functions different from rRNA modification.
Alternative pre-mRNA splicing has been identified as the first of these functions in SNORD115 (previously called HBII-52). SNORD115 is expressed in the Prader-Willi critical region and promotes inclusion of the alternative exon Vb of the serotonin receptor 2C exon due to direct SNORD:mRNA interaction [50] . Similarly, SNORD27 binds to the 5' splice sites of the E2F7 transcripts and most likely blocks U1 snRNP access, leading to exon skipping [20] (Fig. 1D) , and SNORD88C regulates the alternative splicing of the FGFR3 pre-mRNA [51] . In these examples, the SNORDs act in trans, i.e. they bind to a different premRNA.
The NOP56 pre-mRNA is a fascinating example of a SNORD regulating alternative pre-mRNA splicing in cis. The NOP56 pre-mRNA hosts SNORD86 in an alternative 5' exon ( Fig. 1E ). Within the premRNA, SNORD86 forms a secondary structure that represses the distal splice site and activates the proximal splice site, resulting in exon skipping and formation of a NOP56 mRNA that encodes the NOP56 protein. Once enough NOP56 protein is formed, a snoRNP can form in the NOP56 pre-mRNA, which now activates the distal splice site and represses the proximal site, resulting in the inclusion of the alternative exon. Since this alternative exon causes a frameshift no functional NOP56 protein can be formed in the resulting RNA [21] . This system allows precise control of the formation of NOP56, which could be decisive for the formation of mature snoRNPs [36] . The regulation of the NOP56 alternative splicing through a secondary structure is reminiscent to the regulation of exon Vb/SNORD115 system, where the RNA structure dictates splicing [52] .
Polyadenylation: SNORD50A influences polyadenylation by competing with the canonical FIP1 protein, which is a part of the cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor (CPSF) that activates polyadenylation through binding to the U-rich sequence downstream of the polyadenylation site. Thus loss of SNORD50A promotes FIP1 binding leading to increased polyadenylation and up-regulation of gene expression and change in alternative polyadenylation site usage [22] , (Fig. 1F ).
Binding to proteins: Several SNORDs and SNORAs were found to bind and activate protein kinase R (PKR) [23] . PKR has been found to be activated by double-stranded RNAs that are generated in viral infections. Its activation generates an antiviral interferon response. Similarly, SNORD126 activates the PI3K-AKT pathway after activating FGFR2, but it is unclear whether this interaction is mediated by the snoRNA or proteins bound to the snoRNA [53] . SnoRNAs, both H/ACA box snoRNAs [54] and to a lesser extend C/D box snoRNAs [55, 56] have been reported to be associated with Argonaute proteins, suggesting that fragments of a subset of snoRNAs can act as functional miRNAs. However, given the high expression of snoRNAs, the total number of snoRNAs cross-linked to Argonaute proteins was low, suggesting that miRNA precursors are minor function of snoRNAs [56] , (Fig. 1G) .
Targeting novel enzymatic activities: Unexpectedly, studies in yeast showed that two orphan SNORDs, snR4, snR45, guide acetylation of cytosine residues, rather than 2′-O-methylation to 18S rRNA, demonstrating that SNORDs can potentially guide other enzymes [57] .
Effects of snoRNA on cellular processes. Loss or changes of SNORD expression has been associated with a large number of physiological changes. Notably SNORD expression is changed in cancer (reviewed in Ref. [58] ), where in general SNORDs are upregulated and the types of SNORDs overexpressed correlated with cancer type and tumor stage [59] . As several of these SNORDs are orphans, their effects cannot be explained by changes in rRNA methylation.
Other physiological effects that cannot currently be explained by changes in rRNA methylation are downregulation of SNORD54 and 46 in lymphocytes of subjects with post traumatic stress disorder after the 9/11 attacks [60] , changes of numerous SNORDs and SNORAs in circadian rhythm [61] , and the regulation of systemic glucose metabolism by SNORDs that are hosted by the Rpl13a gene [62] ( Table 1) .
Reflecting the broader functions of snoRNAs, it is not surprising that viruses, especially RNA viruses use snoRNAs for their purposes. We summarize here the evidence that accumulated over the last decade describing an interplay between SNORDs and viruses.
Viruses use SNORDs for infectivity
Experiments using gene-trap insertional mutagenesis provided the first evidence for the role of SNORDs in viral infections. Twelve different viruses were tested in various cell lines expressing gene trap libraries that knocked down individual host genes. This screen identified a total of 83 SNORDs and SNORAs as factors necessary for viral infectivity. The eight SNORDs with the strongest effect across all viruses are hosted by the non-protein coding SNHG1 transcript. Three of the SNORDs are expressed by their own promoter, indicating that the SNORDs, not the hosting genes were necessary for the replication of several DNA viruses (CPV, HSV2) and RNA viruses (DFV, FLU, HRV16, and RSV) [63] . This interplay between viruses and SNORDs is found in numerous individually studied viruses. For example, SNORD3@, SNORD44, SNORD76 and SNORD78 (previously called U3, U44, U76, U78) are upregulated after viral infection by Chikungunya fever virus (CHIKV) [64] ; and significant SNORD expression changes were observed in pig blood after infection with porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV) [65] .
Among the herpesviruses, which have relatively large DNA genomes, there are several published accounts of SNORD expression or processing changes upon infection. SNORD-fragments that potentially act as miRNAs appear in cells after infection with bovine herpesvirus 1 [66] ; and infection with another herpesvirus, murine cytomegalovirus, downregulates numerous SNORDs [67] .
Most viruses do not encode their own snoRNAs. The exception is the Epstein-Barr herpesvirus (EBV), a DNA virus causing mononucleosis. EBV encodes a viral-specific v-snoRNA1 that is processed into smaller RNAs, which could have miRNA-like functions. However, despite the strong upregulation of v-snoRNA1 during infection, its deletion had no obvious phenotype, so its function remains unclear [68] .
Finally, there are numerous accounts of retroviruses incorporating non-coding RNAs, including SNORDs into their virions. For example, murine leukemia virus packages host non-coding RNAs and selectively incorporates SNORD104 into its virions [67] . Likewise, the packageome of Maloney leukemia virus [69] and human immunodeficiency virus type 1 [70] contains overrepresented SNORDs and other ncRNAs. It has been hypothesized that these ncRNAs may help packaging of the virions [69] , but detailed functions remain to be determined.
With the exceptions of MCMV (murine cytomegalovirus) and EBV, the reports describing an interaction between SNORDs and viruses are limited to RNA viruses, suggesting that mainly RNA viruses use SNORDs. Despite these reports, very little is known about how a virus benefits from SNORD interactions on a molecular basis. Direct interactions of viral proteins with fibrillarin, the RNA methylase associated with SNORDs have been reported. In addition RNA viruses add the methyl-guanosine caps of several SNORDs to their own RNAs using cap-snatching.
Direct interactions of viruses with snoRNAs and their associated proteins
snoRNAs are mostly localized in the nucleolus, although a subset of snoRNAs can localize to the cytosol as a cellular response to specific environmental stimuli [40] and SNORDs transcribed by pol II, like SNORD3, are exported into the cytosol where their cap is hypermethylated, leading to their nuclear re-import.
Most RNA viruses replicate in the cytoplasm. They bring with them (negative sense viruses) or encode (positive sense viruses) an RNA dependent RNA polymerase that carries out replication and transcription activities in the cytosol independent of the host cell polymerases, which are located in the nucleus. A few RNA viruses replicate within the nucleus, and therefore their RNA-dependent RNA polymerases are nuclear. Viral mRNAs are translated by host ribosomes either in the cytosol, in localized virus factories often associated with the Golgi apparatus, and/or on the rough endoplasmic reticulum (Fig. 2) . Despite the diversity of replication sites and strategies among different viral species, there is evidence for direct interactions between snoRNAs and/ or their associated proteins with viruses.
Interaction with fibrillarin
Fibrillarin is an RNA methyltransferase associated with all methylating SNORDs (Fig. 1B) . The protein is concentrated in the dense fibrillar component of the nucleolus. Fibrillarin is evolutionary highly conserved and contains three domains: an N-terminal glycine-argininerich domain (GAR) interacting with numerous proteins, a central domain that binds RNA and a C-terminal domain that binds to NOP56. The methyltransferase activity is localized to the central and C-terminal domain [71] .
Porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV) is an RNA virus that replicates in the cytosol. However, its nucleocapsid protein (N) accumulates in the nucleus and nucleolus where N binds to the GAR-domain of fibrillarin in an RNA-dependent manner [72] . Similarly, the ORF3 protein from the plant umbravirus and groundnut rosette virus forms a stoichiometric 1:1 complex with fibrillarin. ORF3 interacts with fibrillarin in the nucleolus and then causes the relocalization of fibrillarin into the cytosol, eventually allowing the virus to spread through the entire plant through the plant phloem using ORF3-fibrillarin RNP complexes [73] .
A genome-wide screen for host genes required for heniapavirus infectivity identified fibrillarin as a host factor that is important for infection. Rescue experiments showed that the methylase activity of fibrillarin was necessary for infectivity. Several related viruses that replicate in the cytosol (measles, mumps and respiratory syncytial virus) showed a similar dependency on fibrillarin, whereas influenza viruses that replicate predominantly in the nucleus were less affected [74] . Fibrillarin is not required for virus entry, but is important for the [59] expression of two abundant viral proteins, matrix (M), and nucleocapsid, (N), suggesting that fibrillarin is necessary for the translation of viral proteins.
Viruses snatch caps from SNORDs
Cellular mRNAs harbor a N7-methylguanylate cap (m7G) that is necessary for translation, RNA processing and export. In general, DNA viruses use the cellular capping machinery for viral RNAs. Most RNA viruses cannot use this mechanism as they replicate in the cytosol without access to the cellular capping machinery. Thus RNA viruses have developed different strategies to overcome their capping problem.
Predominantly plant viruses (carmoviruses, tombusviruses) can translate from RNAs that have triphosphate 5' termini. Picornaviruses and birnaviruses covalently link their mRNAs to small proteins to initiate translation [75] . Many other positive and negative sense RNA viruses possess capping activity within their RNA dependent RNA polymerases or express a separately encoded enzyme [76, 77] .
Another viral strategy to overcome the capping problem is called 'cap-snatching', which entails the use of a short capped host RNA fragment to prime synthesis of viral RNA. Cap-snatching was first discovered in influenza virus [78] and has since been described for both nuclear and cytosolic viruses. Global RNA sequencing of human epithelial cells infected with influenza A virus (IAV H1N1/swine flu) [79] and IAV (Brisbane/59/2007) [80] showed that the viruses snatch caps from numerous ncRNAs but also from snoRNAs that are controlled by their own promoter: SNORD3, SNORD118 (U8) and SNORD13. As pol II transcripts, these SNORDs contain a m7G cap in their primary transcript that is exported into the cytosol where the cap is hypermethylated into a 2,2,7-trimethyl cap leading to nuclear re-import. Interestingly, the viral caps were m7G caps that support translation. Since the influenza polymerase interacts with the polymerase pol II carboxy terminal domain (CTD) in the nucleus [81] , it is likely that the primary snoRNAs are snatched in the nucleus before their cytosolic export.
Many viruses access the nuclear/nucleolar compartments
Although most RNA viruses replicate in the cytoplasm, some replicate within the nucleus. Nevertheless, many viruses seek access to the nucleus and the nucleolus with nuclear localization signals or simple diffusion of small viral proteins through the nuclear pores. The interaction factors for many viral proteins are host factors are normally associated with snoRNA function or processing.
A few animal RNA virus families, namely the Orthomyxoviridae (e.g., influenza virus), Nyamiviridae (e.g., Midway virus), Bornaviridae (e.g. borna disease virus), and Retroviridae (e.g., HIV-1), replicate entirely or employ some replicative steps within the nuclei of their host cells. This nuclear lifestyle offers additional opportunities for viral components to interact with snoRNAs that are abundant in the nucleoplasm or the nucleoli.
Many animal/human RNA viruses encode proteins that possess a nuclear or nucleolar localization signal sequence [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] . In particular, there are abundant published accounts of viral nucleocapsid proteins that localize at least transiently to the nucleus (reviewed recently in Ref. [88] ). Nuclear or nucleolar localization affords access to a much richer supply of snoRNAs for these viral proteins. Furthermore, many proteins encoded by RNA viruses are small enough to enter the nucleus. It is known that proteins smaller than ∼50 kDa can diffuse freely into the nucleus, even without a localization signal [89] and thus viral proteins can interact at least transiently with the nucleolar SNORDs.
Viruses and nucleolar proteins: The interactions of viruses and their proteins with the host cell nucleolus has been studied extensively Although specific steps of viral replication cycle may differ between virus families, the requisite discrete steps are outlined here. A. Virus attaches to the target host cell via interactions of surface exposed glycoproteins (green bars) and host cell surface proteins that serve as viral receptors. B. The virus particle is internalized via endocytosis or the viral genome is released into the cytoplasm via fusion of the viral and cellular membranes. Inside the cell the viral genome, typically coated with a viral nucleocapsid protein (yellow balls), the genomic RNA is transcribed by the viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RDRP; red stars) to make mRNA (for negative sense viruses), or the genome serves directly as mRNA (for positive sense viruses). C. The mRNAs are translated by host cell ribosomes, either in the cytosol, within concentrated areas of viral production (so called virus factories, often associated with the Golgi) or on the rough ER (e.g., for glycoproteins that require further processing). D. The viral genome is replicated with the virally encoded RDRP (RNA dependent RNA polymerase). E. Newly synthesized viral proteins and viral genomes self-assemble into new virus particles. F. New virions are released from the cell via exocytosis, fusion with the cell membrane, or upon cell lysis.Viral components may access host snoRNAs either when the snoRNAs are present in the cytosol, when viral proteins possess nuclear or nucleolar localization signals, or in the special cases when the virus employs a replication strategy that included nuclear localization, e.g., the orthomyxoviruses, bornaviruses, or retroviruses. During infection, viruses can cause components of the SNORD methylating complex to be re-purposed. For example, i. viral infection of some viruses cause translocation of fibrillarin, nucleophosmin or nucleolin from the nucleolus to the cytosol. ii. SNORDs normally employed for rRNA modification in methylation complexes in the nucleolus can be re-trafficked into the nucleoplasm where they influence splice site selection or, iii., polyadenylation and mRNA stability; iv. Nascent transcripts of SNORDs that are independently transcribed can be exploited by viruses for cap-snatching, transferring a N7methyl guanosine cap to the 5′ end of a viral RNA.
(see Refs. [90] [91] [92] [93] for excellent reviews on this broad topic). The reason why proteins encoded by the mostly cytoplasmic-replicating viruses would localize to the nucleolus is unclear. One possibility is that the virus co-opts components of the nucleolus for use in its replication strategy, or that interference with a normal nucleolar function improves viral replication. In addition to the role of fibrillarin in viral infectivity described earlier, the interaction with two predominant nucleolar proteins, nucleophosmin and nucleolin, are best documented.
Nucleophosmin, (NPM1, also called B23) functions like a chaperone mediating interactions between RNA and proteins. NPM1 has many demonstrated binding partners, including RNA, DNA, nucleolar proteins nucleolin, p53, and transcription factors, but its ability to shuttle between the cytoplasm, nucleoplasm, and nucleolus may be the defining feature that makes it an attractive target for viral proteins [94] and NPM1 has been implicated in several distinct interactions with different viruses.
For example, in bovine immunodeficiency virus, the Rev protein has nuclear and nucleolar localization signals. Rev requisitely interacts with nucleophosmin and its knockdown inhibits viral replication [95] . This recent observation mirrors what was seen previously in HIV-1, where Rev was shown to interact with NPM1 and localize to the nucleolus [96] . Porcine epidemic diarrhea virus (PEDV, a positive sense RNA virus) nucleocapsid protein N localizes to nucleolus and interacts with NPM1. It is thought that NPM1 protects the nucleocapsid protein N from proteolytic cleavage independent of NPM1's nucleolar regular functions [97] . The replication of nervous necrosis virus (nodavirus; a positive sense RNA virus) was also highly dependent on NPM1, which appeared to help shuttle the viral capsid protein across the nuclear membrane [98] . Localization of the matrix protein of the paramyxoviruses (negative sense RNA viruses) to the nucleolus appears important for viral replication and this translocation is facilitated by interaction with NPM1 during Newcastle disease virus infection [99] .
Nucleolin. For viral-nucleolar protein interactions, it is notable that the largest number of published observations relate to nucleolin (NCL) (reviewed recently in Ref. [92] ). These interactions have been observed at almost every step of viral replication cycles, including binding and entry, genome replication, transcription, and viral assembly, transport, and egress. The diversity of functions for which viruses exploit this protein is probably due to nucleolin's ability to localize on the cell surface, as well as within the cytoplasm, nucleoplasm, and nucleolus.
The naturally abundant expression of nucleolin and nucleophosmin could lead to interactions with viral proteins that are not physiologically relevant. However, the repeated discovery of viral protein interaction with nucleolar proteins in a wide diversity of systems suggests that at least some of these interactions are important for virus propagation, the host antiviral response, or both.
Hypothesis: RNA viruses repurpose nucleolar proteins and RNAs
The evidence reviewed here supports an emerging model where RNA viruses repurpose nucleolar proteins for their propagation. A common feature of RNA virus infection is a morphological change to the nucleolus, resulting in the accumulation of nucleophosmin, nucleolin and fibrillarin in the cytosol. Nucleophosmin is an acidic protein that acts like a chaperone mediating interactions between RNA and proteins [94] . Similarly, nucleolin is a multifunctional RNA binding protein with an intrinsic DNA and RNA helicase activity involved in arranging RNA:protein complexes [100] . RNA viruses form cytosolic replication centers and inclusion bodies and it is possible that nucleophosmin and nucleolin organize the assembly of viral RNA protein complexes, functions that these proteins have in rRNA biosynthesis. Such an organizing function has been shown for CMV replication compartments [101] . In addition, infection of some viruses relocalize fibrillarin from the nucleus to the cytosol, where host fibrillarin could act on yet unidentified RNAs [73] .
Many SNORDs can form complexes containing or lacking fibrillarin, and it is possible that when viral proteins disrupt methylating complexes and as fibrillarin is relocalized and accumulates in the cytosol, the relative concentration of fibrillarin-free ('non-methylating') complexes is increased. Non-methylating SNORDs act on pre-mRNA splicing and polyadenylation (Fig. 1) . Numerous studies showed a selective change in SNORD expression after viral infection, and it is thus possible that these SNORDs change host or viral mRNA splicing patterns and/or polyadenylation site usage in a way that is beneficial for the virus. Finally, a change in SNORD-RNP complexes could affect the ability of snoRNAs to activate protein kinase R, which could modulate the host immune response [9, 23] .
The examples highlighted here demonstrate that co-evolution of viral parasites with their host cells has resulted in a diversity of creative ways by which viruses have co-opted SNORDs to enhance every step of viral propagation from entry into the cell through evasion of host response to egress. Studying the association between SNORDs and viruses will likely uncover new functions of SNORDs possibly unveil new antiviral strategies.
